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A B S T R A C T

The COMPASS-U tokamak will feature a completely new set of magnetic diagnostics from sensors to data
acquisition. In order to control and reconstruct the plasma magnetic equilibrium, the inductive magnetic
sensor signals are integrated and processed. For this purpose, a modular data acquisition solution with digital
integration is proposed for COMPASS-U. Based on the ATCA platform, and continuing the development path of
the low-drift integrators for W7-X and ITER, this solution allows a high degree of flexibility and scalability with
state-of-the-art performance that can benefit a machine with different operational stages and scientific goals
over years of operation. This article details the effort to qualify the data acquisition electronics on COMPASS,
how to take advantage of real-time processing to enhance the dynamic range through composition of signals
sampled with different input ranges and bandwidth, and the implementation of a strategy to mitigate the loss
of signal integrity when using such a composition of signals.

Tests on COMPASS showed that the digital integration performs well with real probe signals for basic
control purposes even in the presence of fast events. A real-time compatible algorithm to recover high-
frequency components was also successfully tested, albeit with significant noise added, while simulation shows
that obtaining a signal from two different sampling sources can increase the dynamic range with minimal
impact on the signal integrity.
1. COMPASS-U and magnetic diagnostics

COMPASS-U is a medium sized, high magnetic field tokamak be-
ing projected at IPP Prague (R = 0.894 m, a = 0.27 m, Bt = 5 T,
Ip = 2 MA) [1,2]. One of the distinguishing features of this device is
the full recycling regime, enabled by the operation at high temperatures
(up to 500 ◦C) of the fully metallic first wall and vacuum vessel. This
feature leads to several challenges in diagnostics development [3], and
in particular, to the magnetic diagnostic [4,5].

Inductive magnetic sensors provide important insight into localized
and global plasma parameters such as current and energy, as well as the
magnetic field distribution and strength, inside and outside the vacuum
vessel, which in turn is used to reconstruct the plasma equilibrium and
control its position in the vessel. In order to achieve this, the voltage
at the end of the coils and loops most times need to be integrated to
obtain quantities proportional to the magnetic fields or currents. In
doing so, any small DC offset that is integrated with the signal, has the
potential to generate a large linear drift on the integrated data. This is
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of particular concern for real-time needs. Regardless of whether analog
or numerical, the integration electronics should be calibrated before
measurement and introduce as little offset as possible.

New or upgraded devices often put a considerable research effort
in minimizing integration drift with either new techniques or taking
advantage of the continuous performance improvements in the field of
electronics. For devices with long pulse durations this is a key focus
and great efforts are being made to minimize integration drift [6–9].
However, even for machines with shorter pulses where the error does
not have as much time to accumulate, it can still amount to a significant
degradation of some of the most useful signals for engineering and
physics exploitation.

On COMPASS-U, new integrators have to be developed as the ones
used in COMPASS are insufficient in both number or performance.
A particularly attractive design is the digital integration with pulse
switched modulation described in [10] used at ISTTOK [11] and W7-
X [12], due to no need for independent integration circuits (combines
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Fig. 1. Proportional (sampled, top) and integrated (bottom) signals of a Mirnov coil for the ATCA modules (real-time integration with pre-discharge calibration) and NI PXIe
(offline digital integration and drift compensation) for a COMPASS discharge. First column shows the full discharge, middle shows a ms scale detail of a strong ELM (H𝛼 signal
shown for reference) and on the last column, detail of a rotating island observed on the ramp-down. While an order of magnitude reduction of the non-integrated signal amplitude
is visible for fast events, the integral is largely unaffected, even on a sub-millisecond scale.
integration with data acquisition) and its implementation in both the
Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture (ATCA) hard-
ware and MARTe real-time control software, both used previously on
COMPASS.

2. Qualification of the real-time digital integration on COMPASS
tokamak

While the COMPASS tokamak was still in operation [13], the digital
integration system was tested on Mirnov coil signals. The testing of this
system was made easier as COMPASS made use of several ATCA MIMO-
ISOL data acquisition boards [14,15]. Using this existing hardware,
it was simple to implement the Data AQuisition (DAQ) modules and
firmware used on ISTTOK and W7-X. In both these devices the ATCA
MIMO-ISOL data acquisition boards, featuring a XILINX Virtex-4 FPGA,
perform the digital integration with pulse switched modulation in real-
time control cycles of 50 μs, the maximum control frequency to be used
on COMPASS-U.

Two in-vessel Mirnov coils (poloidal field, array C) [16] sampled
simultaneously by a National Instruments PXIe-6368 16 bit DAQ board,
and the ATCA 18 bit integration modules. Both systems have 2 MSPS
sampling rate. The firmware was configured to output through Direct
Memory Access (DMA) full non-integrated data, the integral computed
in real-time, as well as the chopper status. Data was collected during
one experimental day, with calibration of the offsets being carried out
in operational breaks between pulses. The procedure for calibration
is described in [12] and requires the measurement of an Electrical
Offset (EO) that does not change substantially over time and a Wiring
Offset (WO) that can change with environmental conditions. The offset
values are transferred to the FPGA that corrects subsequent discharges
in real-time.

The signal time evolution in Fig. 1 shows the comparison of the sig-
nal sampled by both DAQ and their integration for different timescales.
The integrator electronics features an input filter, implemented as a
first order RC low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 8.813 kHz. Its
attenuation is particularly noticeable on the proportional signal. The
configurable chopping frequency was set to 1 kHz for all discharges.

The basic control systems (current, vertical position, etc.) relies only
on slow signals (below 1 kHz), therefore the loss of detail observed on
the integrated data is not very relevant, as the controller cannot react to
fast perturbations on this timescale. Introduced delay is only visible at
the μs scale. Likewise in the ramp-up and ramp-down, no degradation
that can be attributed to the filter is observed.
2

Instabilities and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity will intro-
duce large voltages due to the very high 𝑑𝐵∕𝑑𝑡 in comparison to the
equilibrium signal. The integrated signal integrity is retained despite
high reduction of the sampled signal. The fine (high frequency) detail
filtered is in itself sometimes a positive feature, as high, fast transitions
could trigger unwarranted responses by real-time controllers.

Since there is no analogue integrator reference signal for com-
parison, it is difficult to quantify to what extent the MHD activity
might have influenced the integration. However, across all acquired
discharges, no significant loss of integrated signal was observed, with
the integrated signals returning to the zero reference before the dis-
charge. Likewise, the chopper transitions did not compromise the signal
integrity to any level noticeable in time or frequency domain. The small
linear drift observed is negligible on ∼ 1 s long discharges of COMPASS.

2.1. Recovery of high-frequency components from filtered data

In the early stages of ITER conceptual design, an experimental
hybrid analogue–digital integrator was proposed [17] with a similar
input filter. The key concept was to take advantage of the fact that the
filter is already integrating the signal beyond its cutoff frequency (𝑓𝑐),
with only the slow part of the signal needing additional integration.
The reconstructed integral of the input voltage (𝑉0) has an integral and
proportional dependence on the voltage after the filter (𝑉1, sampled as
𝑉𝑖):

∫ 𝑉0 𝑑𝑡 = ∫ 𝑉1 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑅𝐶𝑉1 ≈
∑

𝑉𝑖𝛥𝑡 + 𝑅𝐶 𝑉𝑖 . (1)

Fig. 2 shows the amplitude and phase transfer functions of the ideal
integrator, the input filter, and the high frequency recovery process,
providing a visual interpretation of the technique in the frequency
domain. Moreover, this digital reconstruction only requires the current
sample, and is therefore real-time compatible.

The first order filter at the input stage of the ATCA DAQ module
mostly serves the purpose of reducing the dynamic range of the signal
to be sampled, leaving the bandwidth of interest unaltered. However,
having recorded all data at the sampling rate, and having knowledge of
the low-pass filter cutoff frequency used (𝑓𝑐 = 8.813 kHz), it is possible
to evaluate the high frequency recovery technique.

Fig. 3 shows that the details of the high-frequency events (con-
sequently where the impact of the filter is larger) were successfully
recovered at the sub-millisecond scale.

On the frequency domain – Fig. 4 – a more comprehensive picture
can be drawn. Firstly, ATCA module spectrogram reinforces the obser-
vation in Fig. 1 that the major MHD activity features are still observed,
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Fig. 2. Amplitude and phase transfer functions for the ideal integration, a first order
low-pass filter (𝑓𝑐 = 10 kHz) and the reconstruction technique. When combined, these
two processes recover the ideal integration (red curve).

Fig. 3. Demonstration of the high frequencies’ reconstruction technique in time domain
for two features with high frequency components: on the left a large ELM and on the
right a disruption. Plots on the top show the coil voltage and on the bottom the
corresponding integrated signal. Blue line shows the reference signal, while the green
is reconstructed from the analogue filtered ATCA signal (red trace).

either by manifesting themselves in the unattenuated bandwidth or by
the strength of its signal, well above the equilibrium components. On
the reconstruction spectrogram two main conclusions can be drawn:
(i) the filtered components were recovered to a point that it does not
hinder physics analysis in frequency domain; (ii) there is a considerable
addition of noise, visible on the vacuum signal before and after the
plasma discharge.

The source of this noise is in the electronic circuits, amplified by the
reconstruction technique. The noise is not subject to the input filter
attenuation, but is subject to the digital reconstruction, nonetheless.
This results in a net amplification as can be seen in the transfer
functions in Fig. 2.

Due to the added noise, and since real-time applications do not
require the measurement of high frequency signals, this reconstruc-
tion technique will not be implemented in real-time for COMPASS-
U. Notwithstanding, it will be possible to implement the technique
offline since the non-integrated data will be saved and streamed post-
discharge.
3

Fig. 4. Power spectrograms for the reference 16 bit DAQ signal (top), the ATCA
module, where the analogue filtering is noticeable (middle) and the result of the
reconstruction technique (bottom). The reconstructed signal is indistinguishable from
the reference one while there is plasma. However, on the vacuum part, before and
after, significant noise is observed.

High frequency oscillations will be acquired by a different set of
coils [5], sampled without filtering. If these cannot be used due to a
high number of failures or complete inoperability during campaigns
at elevated temperatures (500 ◦C), the technique is a useful backup
solution. It was shown that MHD activity can be recovered from the
more reliable coils, connected to the real-time digital integrators, as in
Fig. 4.

3. Two-channel modular solution for COMPASS-U

With the solution tested on COMPASS, a concept is proposed for
COMPASS-U, with new, procurable electronic components but based
on a previously developed system [18]. The key difference to the tested
modular system is the architecture of two channels per module.

On COMPASS and other tokamaks it is common practice to sample
some magnetic sensors with two DAQ channels, either high/low input
range, due to the high dynamic range of the signals or integrated/non-
integrated. A two channel solution would allow this split to be per-
formed to any or all signals without additional hardware or cable splits.
On the other hand, if two channels are not needed, the system can be
used for different sensors, reaching a high channel density. By devel-
oping the system from the start with a high level of flexibility in mind
and having control over the hardware development, the system can
be adapted to a staged operation (at very different plasma scenarios)
and consequently also staged deployment of magnetic diagnostics at
minimal hardware changes and cost.

The two channel configuration is envisioned to have three operation
modes:

• Individual sampling with one coil per channel with a given band-
width and input range, achieving the highest channel density.

• Parallel sampling, whereby a single sensor is sampled with two
different bandwidths and input ranges. Two
real-time data-streams per sensor.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the two channel composition methods. On the left-hand side the
case where the cutoff frequency of the auxiliary channel is larger than that of the main
channel while on the graph on the right-hand side shows the opposite scenario. The
voltage corresponding to the ADC saturation of the main channel is represented by
the horizontal black line. The vertical dashed lines indicate the moments of the switch
between channels, for each method. The ‘hold’ combination holds the active channel
until both channels cross the threshold voltage corresponding to the saturation of the
ADC on the main channel.

• Extended dynamic range sampling, using an auxiliary high input
range channel to recover the integral lost due to the saturation of
the main high-resolution channel. One real-time data stream per
sensor.

The decision of which operation mode for each sensor can be
made by the user at the FPGA firmware level for each board with
24 modules. With multiple boards being considered, this will allow
using two channels only for selected high-priority sensors and only one
channel for the remaining sensors.

Modules with this configuration were designed with up-to-date
components and prototypes are currently being tested. Description and
results of the prototypes are to be presented in a future paper.

3.1. Extended dynamic range implementation

Merging data from two different sources in real-time may lead to
substantial errors. This process is only advantageous if the error is
smaller than that caused by the saturation. In this particular case, the
high sampling rate in conjunction with the analogue filter mitigate the
loss of signal due to fast transients. Knowing that for magnetic signals,
saturation would occur during disruptions or fast MHD events, possibly
in close proximity of the sensor, we can expect high voltage peaks,
spanning in the μs range.

Considering that both channels have different bandwidths, defined
by an input filter at different cutoff frequencies, two strategies can
be employed, triggered by ADC saturation of the main channel: (i)
direct — direct transition from the main to the auxiliary channel upon
(de)saturation of the first ADC; (ii) hold — transition to and from the
auxiliary channel when both reach the voltage threshold for the satura-
tion of the ADC on the main channel. By directly switching between the
channels upon ADC saturation, the differential time delay introduced
by the filters is neglected. The ‘hold’ method tries to compensate for
the lag between the two channels on the rising and falling edges of the
pulse by holding the currently active channel, in effect ‘waiting’ for
the slower response of the other channel. Fig. 5 provides a graphical
illustration of the two combination methods on a generic pulse.

In order to evaluate the theoretical performance of both methods,
data from COMPASS Mirnov coil and flux loop sampled at 2 MSPS
was re-sampled via a synthetic diagnostic, simulating the input filter
with attenuator (resistor divider), the ADC and the merging algorithm.
The error introduced was then evaluated and shown in Fig. 6 for a
Mirnov coil signal, with an artificial saturation at a given threshold
introduced. The simulation shows that (i) for small differences between
the cutoff frequencies of the filters, both methods result in minimal
error; (ii) the hold strategy only outperforms the simple composition
if auxiliary channel has a lower cutoff than the main channel, that is,
4

Fig. 6. Simulation of error in integrated data added due to the combination of synthetic
diagnostic channels of the same signal with different input ranges (5 V, 100 V) as
function of the cutoff frequency of the auxiliary channel, having the main channel
𝑓𝑐 = 20 kHz. It is noticeable that the hold combination minimizes the error if the
auxiliary channel has a lower bandwidth. If the filters of both channels have similar
𝑓𝑐 , both methods perform identically.

when the auxiliary channel lags behind the main; (iii) in either case,
a smaller error is introduced with a higher bandwidth on the auxiliary
channel. These conclusions are similar for different magnetic sensors,
with changes to the absolute magnitude of the error introduced, which
in general is much smaller than that observed when integrating a
saturated signal. It will always be preferred to have similar bandwidth
on both channels, but errors of few μV s are small even for the sensors
of lowest signal.

4. Conclusions

The digital integration with modulation technique was studied at
COMPASS with good results. Beyond having negligible linear drift for
COMPASS-U pulse lengths (≤ 10 s), the high dynamic range, character-
istic of magnetic signals with MHD activity did not impact the signal
integrity on position control and equilibrium reconstruction timescales.
Still, in order to prevent unnecessary delay introduced on the control
loop when responding to fast plasma movements, a higher bandwidth is
considered for COMPASS-U modules. It was also shown how the detail
on fast events can be recovered, in real-time or post-processing, albeit
with a trade-off in added noise. COMPASS-U will have dedicated probes
with no integration envisioned for detection and study of fast events.
However, this technique will be considered in case operation must rely
fully on the coils sampled by the integration modules.

The new modules for COMPASS-U will feature two channels, which
will bring added flexibility to the operation. In the case where the
dynamic range of a magnetic probe or flux loop requires different input
ranges and bandwidths, merging these two sources was shown to be
possible with minimal error introduced.

The signal processing described adds only a small number of op-
erations that, when implemented in a modern FPGA, amount to a
negligible overhead. The real-time performance of the implementation
will be evaluated in a new ATCA carrier board featuring a XILINX Zynq
Ultrascale+ FPGA to be reviewed in a dedicated article.
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